
Gerard Beloin
Note
Special delivery. Straight from the manufacturing facility.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Rite Aid roof. 35 Main St. Wayland, MA.

First ply fully adhered to the old EPDM rubber membrane roof primed with Bluestone Super Duty Aluminum Paint.







Gerard Beloin
Note
Extra ply for base of AC unit.





Gerard Beloin
Note
2nd ply fully adhered to the first ply for a 320 mil puncture proof Co Polymer Alloy Bluestone Premium Roofing System.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Lines were snapped for every course to keep sheets square and straight.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Two ply flashing everywhere.





Gerard Beloin
Note
This will not leak.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Custom designed HVAC jacks allowed for the use of the dragon wagon under the units to insure a fully adhered two ply system.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Heavy duty aluminum cap flashing was carefully removed and reinstalled.





Gerard Beloin
Note
All 2"x4" blocks that the clip was attached to were nailed with common nails and were coming loose. Notice the space allowing the light showing between the 2"x4" and the roof.



Gerard Beloin
Note
All blocks were secured with 3" torx deck screws with an impact wrench.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Blocks are now tight to the roof and plywood deck.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Parapet wall flashing was installed and cap flashing was secured with stainless steel ring shanked nails roofing nails.

Stainless steel accessories are used whenever possible.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Metal cap flashing for the corners was labor intensive.





Gerard Beloin
Note
A little messy but watertight. All secured with stainless steel nails.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Left over from my roof top sheet metal shop after capping the parapet walls and all 4 corners.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Cap flashing and parapet wall flashing complete.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Blower unit was removed, flashed and reinstalled.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Labor intensive! But done right.









Gerard Beloin
Note
Cut outs for seal shades.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Shades for the seals. This is not a seal. It is simply a shade umbrella for the seal. 75% of leaks occur at the protrusions after the seal dries up and cracks. This shade umbrella doubles the life of the seal.





























Gerard Beloin
Note
Seal shades painted to match the field of the roof.









Gerard Beloin
Note
Priming recycled metal cap flashing with aluminum metal primer.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Priming complete.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Cap flashing and parapet wall, primed with metal primer, painted with two coats of exterior enamel  and aluminized with Bluestone Super Duty Aluminum paint.





Gerard Beloin
Note
This will not leak.


